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HPC Application Stack
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Software Build Tools

 Vendors typically provide test suite like make test 

that can perform test in the build directory and 

not on the binaries in the install path.

 Other testing mechanism such as CTest from 

vendors make use of CMakeLists.txt that must be 

configured. Too complex!!

 Testing utilities like Autoconf, Automake and 

autotest make use of M4 scripts for writing test 

suites that can be used by makefiles to run the 

test scripts
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Hello world Example in Make and CMake
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Software Build Tools

 GNU make, a widely used make implementation with a 
large set of extensions

 make, a classic Unix build tool

 Apache Ant, popular for Java platform development and 
uses an XML file format

 Apache Maven, a Java platform tool for dependency 
management and automated software build

 Gradle, an open-source build and automation system 
with a Groovy-based domain specific language (DSL), 
combining features of Apache Ant and Apache Maven
with additional features like a reliable incremental 
build
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Requirements for Testing Framework

 Share test configs scripts among HPC community 

 A universal HPC Test Toolkit 

 Perform binary tests & compilation test

 Test configs should be easy to write  

 Reproducible test builds

 Reuse test configs for any version of the application

 Conduct system package tests to detect potential bugs 

or corrupt system environment

 A mechanism to report PASS/FAIL for tests

 Ability to run subset of tests 
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Testing Strategy

 Binary Tests

<executable> <param>

 Compilation Tests

 Serial

 buildcmd: <compiler> <source> -o <executable>

 runcmd: ./<executable>

 compiler = gcc, gfortran, g++, icc, ifort, icpc, nvcc

 MPI

 buildcmd: <mpi-wrapper> <source> -o <executable>

 runcmd: mpirun –np <nproc> ./<executable>

 Java

 buildcmd: javac <source>.java

 runcmd: java <source>

 Scripting Language like Python, R, Perl, Ruby, Lua

• python example.py

• ruby example.rb

• perl example.pl

• Rscript example.R

• lua example.lua
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Testing Strategy

 Binary Tests are simple, just need to figure out the binary 
that resides in $PATH  and run it with any options such as

–version, -v, -V, --help, -h

 Compilation tests are not so straight forward.

 Most compilation tests have the following: compiler, source 
file, object files, executable name, build flags

 Serial programs can be done by running the executable, 
while mpi jobs are typically run through mpi launcher like 
mpirun or mpiexec

 Compiler can be detected by looking at the file extension

 Configurable options like CFLAGS, FFLAGS, CXXFLAGS, 
LDFLAGS can be done via YAML keys
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History

 On Feb 22nd 2017, I reached out to the EasyBuild 

community for a testing framework for Post Installation 

Tests
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History

 Originally called testgen was a shell script program that 
used templates and sed commands to write test scripts 
based on module name and compiler.

 The idea was to take argument from testgen –s <software> 
and apply SED commands to alter module load. 

 Current implementation was not completely functional and 
SED could not cover special test cases

 Testgen was too dependent on SED which made this a 
problem

 Getopts feature was error prone and it did not provide all 
the elegant features of argparse Python library

 Next, I re-implemented testgen in Python now called 
buildtest
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History – First commit
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History
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What is buildtest

 Automatic test generating framework for writing tests 
scripts in YAML

 Creates tests for applications built with Easybuild as well as 
system package tests

 buildtest makes use of CTest for running all the test scripts 
and it can report whether the tests has PASSED or FAILED

 Buildtest can quickly write tests for R, Python, Perl without 
any YAML file, just add the script in the following repo:

 R-buildtest-config: https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/R-
buildtest-config

 Python-buildtest-config: 
https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/Python-buildtest-config

 Perl-buildtest-config: 
https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/Perl-buildtest-config
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Building Test with buildtest
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Running test with CTEST
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Challenges

 Design a complete build infrastructure with YAML configs to 
generate tests

 Creating and running tests that require GUI (X11 enabled)

 Manage large test repositories like R, Python, Perl to host 
tests for every package

 Add support for different test verification criteria

 numerical difference 

 Creation of file upon execution

 plotting graphs

 Non zero exit status pass (?)

 Comprehensive logging and debugging feature

 Refactor code
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Current Work

 Adding tests for R packages.

 https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/R-buildtest-

config/milestones

 Adding tests for Python

 https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/Python-buildtest-

config/milestones

 Adding tests for Perl

 Add support for Tcl, Lua and Ruby for buildtest

 Updating Documentation 
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References

 buildtest framework: 
https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/buildtest

 buildtest configs: 
https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/buildtest-configs

 R-buildtest-config: https://github.com/shahzebsiddiqui/R-
buildtest-config

 Python-buildtest-config: 
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